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The effect of the reagent initial state excitation on the reactive cross section in the Li1HF(v , j)
collision is analyzed for v50, 1 and j50, 1, 2 and 3. A wave packet treatment is used within the
centrifugal sudden approximation on a global potential energy surface recently proposed @Aguado
et al., J. Chem. Phys. 107, 10085 ~1997!#. The reaction cross-section for v50 is in good agreement
with the available experimental data, and for low j shows oscillations as a function of the
translational energy which are due to the structure of the transition state. For v51 the reaction
cross-section increases by a factor of 10–50 with respect to that of v50. The influence of the
alignment of the initial angular momentum on the reaction cross section is studied. © 1998
American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!02345-9#I. INTRODUCTION
The influence of the initial excitation of the reactants on
the reaction probability provides information on the potential
energy surface ~PES! and on the reaction mechanisms. Alkali
or alkaliearth atoms ~M! with hydrogen halide molecules
~HX! are good examples for which there are many experi-
mental studies determining the effects of reagent excitation
vibrational,1–5 rotational6–10 and electronic11–14 excitation. It
is particularly interesting the determination of the role of the
transition state on the reaction dynamics, mainly for energies
close to the threshold, and the M1HX systems present a
wide variety of situations, the reactions being endothermic,
exothermic or thermoneutral depending on the nature of the
metal atom ~M! and of the hydrogen halide molecule ~HX!,
and on the initial excitation of the reactants. Nowadays, there
is an increasing number of theoretical works on these
systems15–20 due to the development of the methodology to
describe the reaction dynamics of three atoms systems and to
the appearance of accurate global potential energy surfaces
~GPES! for some of these systems like Li1HF16,19 or
Na1HF.20–22
Another source of valuable information is the reaction
dynamics dependence on the relative velocity vectors be-
tween reactants and products and on the angular momenta
involved in the process. This means that it is necessary to
create and register the relative orientation of the different
vector properties involved in a reactive collision, and their
mutual correlations, to get a deeper insight about the reaction
dynamics.23–26 In this regard, several experimental studies
have been done in M1HX systems to determine the influ-
ence of the alignment of the reagent molecule on the
reaction,27–30 which provides valuable information about the
a!Permanent address: Departamento de Quı´mica Fı´sica, Facultad de Ciencias
C–XIV, Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain.9390021-9606/98/109(21)/9391/10/$15.00
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the final rotational polarization of the product molecule.31,32
The reactions of M1HX systems are envisaged as
harpoon-type processes, and the ground electronic state of
these systems is a result of a curve crossing between an ionic
(M 11HX2) and a covalent (M1HX) diabatic states. This
crossing is frequently the responsible of the appearance of
the barrier along the reaction path. The determination of the
structure of the transition state is of great importance since it
determines important features of the reaction mechanism. A
method for the direct spectroscopic investigation of the tran-
sition state is the study of the photoinitiated reaction from
the van der Waals complex of the reactants.33–40 In these
kinds of experiments on M1HX systems, the complex is
promoted to an excited electronic state of the metal
atom,34–40 and the generated product fragments detected
show a certain rotational polarization due to the relative ori-
entation of the reactants in the van der Waals complex.
Moreover, in a recent work41 we have shown the possibility
of accessing the vicinity of the transition state on the ground
electronic state by infrared excitation of the complex of Li-
HF, obtaining a high efficiency in forming LiF products at
total energies where the collisional reaction cross section is
rather low. Even when this last study was devoted to the
particular case of Li-HF, it is found that this possibility is
based on rather general properties of M1HX systems: a
sudden change of the electric dipole moment near the tran-
sition state ~a consequence of the curve crossing mentioned
above!, and a well in the reactant valley at configurations
relatively close to the saddle point. In fact, the experimental
detection of the products in the photoinitiated reaction of
Li-HF presents some disadvantages since this system reacts
at thermal energies. However, other related systems like
Na-HF20–22 and Ca-HF42 have a higher reaction threshold
and deep wells in the reactants valley that make them good1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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state.
Li1HF is becoming a benchmark for theoretical calcu-
lations because its relative low number of electrons allows
highly accurate ab initio calculations on the ground elec-
tronic state,43,44 and recently several global PES’s have been
published.16,19 In addition, there are molecular beam experi-
ments for HF(v50)45 as well as experiments on the influ-
ence of the initial alignment of HF(v51,j51) on the
reaction.46,30 In this work we study the effect of the initial
state excitation of the reactants on the Li1HF(v , j) reactive
collision, placing special emphasis on the correlation be-
tween the relative velocity of reactants and the rotational
polarization of HF. We use a global PES recently published
by us19 whose main features are shown in Fig. 1. The reac-
tion dynamics is studied with a time-dependent treatment
within a body-fixed frame19 using the centrifugal sudden ap-
proximation, which is described in Sec. II. In Sec. III the
results are discussed and, finally, the last section is devoted
to some conclusions.
II. QUANTUM TIME-DEPENDENT REACTIVE
DYNAMICS
In the present work the reaction dynamics is studied us-
ing a wave packet treatment described previously in detail,19
and only a brief description is included here. Reactant Jacobi
coordinates are used in which r is the HF internuclear vector,
R is the vector joining the center of mass of HF to the Li
atom, and g is the angle between them. It is convenient to
use a body-fixed frame, such that the z-axis lies along the R
vector and all three atoms lie in the x-z plane, to distinguish
between the internal coordinates, r, R and g, and three Euler
angles u, f and x specifying the orientation of the body-fixed
axes with respect to the space-fixed frame.47 In this represen-
tation the total wave packet is expanded as,
CJM~R,r,t !5(
V
A2J11
8p2
3DMV
J* ~f ,u ,x!
FV
JM~r ,R ,g ,t !
rR , ~1!
FIG. 1. Energy diagram of the reaction path for Li1HF!LiF1H collision
using the GPES of Ref. 19.Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liwhere the DMV
J are Wigner rotation matrices47 correspond-
ing to a total angular momentum J, associated with the total
angular operator Jˆ5jˆ1 lˆ ~with jˆ and lˆ being the angular mo-
mentum operators associated with r and R, respectively!. M
and V are the projections of J on the space-fixed and body-
fixed z-axis, respectively. Since the z-axis is parallel to R, V
is also the projection of j, the angular momentum of diatomic
reagent.
Different V projections are coupled by Coriolis, associ-
ated with the lˆ2 term appearing in the Hamiltonian operator.
To converge the reaction cross sections it is necessary to
perform calculations up to high J, typically of the order of 80
for some of the cases discussed below. Due to the difficulty
of performing exact calculations, i.e., including all possible
V values, for such high J, some approximation should be
done. In this work we use the centrifugal sudden approach
~CSA!,48–50 in which the Coriolis coupling between different
V values is neglected and, hence, the sum over V in Eq. ~1!
is limited to a single value. In a previous work, total reaction
probabilities obtained using the centrifugal sudden approach
~CSA! were found to be in excellent agreement with an ‘‘ex-
act’’ calculation made for J55 ~including all possible V
projections!. This is due to two main reasons. First, the total
reaction probabilities are averaged quantities and seem to be
nearly insensitive to this approximation. However, for other
magnitudes, such as partial or differential cross sections, this
approximation is not expected to work as well, and it should
be checked. Second, the hydrogen atom is so light, compared
to F and Li atoms, that the complete system is analogous to
a diatomic molecule formed by the HF ‘‘superatom’’ and Li
atom, provided that the H atom is close to the F atom. This
last condition is fulfilled in the reactants valley and explains
why the CSA works so well for the total reaction probability.
The situation in the products valley, however, is different
because the hydrogen atom gets far away from the LiF mol-
ecule.
The integration of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equa-
tion is performed using the Chebyshev method51 and the
FV
JM(r ,R ,g ,t) coefficients are represented on finite grids for
the internal coordinates r, R, g. A set of equidistant points,
rn ,Rm , is chosen for the two-dimensional radial grid, and
the radial kinetic term is solved using the fast Fourier trans-
form method.52 In order to avoid artificial reflections, due to
the use of a finite grid, the wave packet is absorbed after
each time step.19 For g, we use a set of 25–30 Gauss-
Legendre quadrature points, gk , with weights wk . The ac-
tion of the angular momentum operators on the wave packet,
diagonal in the radial grid representation, is performed in a
single operation as a multiplication of a matrix by a vector,
as explained previously.19
The wave packet at t50 is defined by the product
CJM~R,r,t50 !5A2J11
8p2
DMV
J* ~f ,u ,x!
3Y j ,V~g ,0!
fv , j~r !
r
G~R !
R , ~2!
where fv , j(r) is the radial part of an eigenstate of HF(v , j),cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ian function, centered at an initial value R0513 Å, in the
asymptotic region, with an approximate mean kinetic energy
of '0.2 eV and an energy dispersion of one third of the
initial mean kinetic energy.
The energy-resolved total reaction probability is calcu-
lated from the total flux of the energy projection of the wave
packet through a surface in the products region at r*53 Å
as53,54
Pv , j ,V
J ~E !5
\2kv j~E !
4p2mm (V E dR sin gdg
3ImFCV1*~r*,R ,g ,E ! ]CV1~r ,R ,g ,E !]r U
r*
G ,
~3!
where kv j(E)5A2m(E2Ev , j)/\ . The time-independent
wave functions CV
1 are defined as
CV
1~r ,R ,g ,E !5
1
av j~E !
E
2`
`
dt eiEt/\FV
JM~r ,R ,g ,t !, ~4!
where
av j~E !5
1
2pE dR H jVJM*~kv jR !G~R ! ~5!
is proportional to the initial flux in the entrance channel.
H jVJM(kv jR) is a body-fixed Bessel function55 defined as
H jVJM~kv jR !5 (
l m l m j
T l m l m j
JMV kv jR h l~
2 !~kv jR !, ~6!
where h l
(2) is a spherical Bessel function of the third kind,56
which asymptotically behaves as h l
(2);R!`e2i(kv jR2l p/2)/
kv jR . Finally, in Eq. ~6!, the T l m l m j
JMV coefficients arise from
the transformation from the body-fixed frame to the space-
fixed frame and are of the form
T l m l m j
JMV 5~21 !M2VA~2l 11 !~2J11 !
3S l j J
m l m j 2M
D S l j J0 V 2V D . ~7!
From the reaction probabilities, the reaction cross section,
for a particular initial (v , j) state of the reactants, is defined
as
sv , j~E !5
1
2 j11 (V52 j
j
sv , j ,V~E !, ~8!
where an isotropic distribution of the vector j is assumed.
The information about the influence of the initial direction of
the j vector with respect to the relative velocity vector be-
tween reactants, which coincides with the body-fixed z-axis
in the present treatment, is in the helicity dependent cross
sections, sv , j ,V , defined as
sv , j ,V~E !5
p
kv j
2 (J5V
`
~2J11 !Pv jV
J ~E !, ~9!Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP lisince V is the projection of the j and J vectors on the body-
fixed z-axis. In addition, knowing that the three particles are
in the body-fixed x-z plane, which rotates in space, for a
particular initial j ,V value it is simple to determine the ini-
tial orientation of the diatomic axis with respect to the z-axis
through the corresponding spherical harmonic Y jV(g ,0). In
particular, for V5 j the initial diatomic axis distribution is
predominantly perpendicular to R, while for V50 it is par-
allel. The sv , j ,V contains then valuable information about the
k2j correlation which describes part of the stereodynamics
of atom-diatom reactions. Sometimes, especially for high j, it
is convenient to express the 2 j11 values of sv , j ,V in terms
of state multipoles, whose components provide the relative
contributions of different polarization of j on the
reaction.25,26 The monopole moment is proportional to sv , j ,
the isotropic contribution, while all the odd terms vanish in
the CSA because sv , j ,V5sv , j ,2V . The quadrupole moment
provides information about the plane of rotation, and in this
work we shall define its proportional quantity
Av , j~E !5(
V
F 3V2j~ j11 ! 21 Grv , j ,V , ~10!
with rv , j ,V5sv , j ,V /(V8sv , j ,V8 . This quantity provides the
information about the preferred initial alignment of j with R
to produce the reaction and is analog to the rotational align-
ment parameter frequently used in photodissociation.47 For
high j, the semiclassical limit can be used in which cos uj
5V/Aj( j11) (u j being the angle between j and the z-axis!,
and Av , j(E)}^2P2(cos uj)& provides an idea of the most fa-
vorable angle between j and R that yields to the products. In
the semiclassical limit, the Av , j parameters take values be-
tween 21 and 2. Av , j521 and 2 means that the reaction is
more probable when j is perpendicular or parallel to the z-
axis, respectively, while Av , j50 means that the reaction is
independent of V.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Transition state structure and reaction probabilities
Some of the features of the reaction dynamics are im-
posed by the PES in the neighborhood of the saddle point,
the point of no return, which for the case of Li1HF shows
two major features, as it is shown in Fig. 2. First, the saddle
point is located in the exit channel, at HF internuclear dis-
tance, r, longer than that of free HF. Second, the minimum
energy reaction path is along the r coordinate at the transi-
tion state, and the contour plot of the PES at rTS51.301 Å
~the position of the saddle point in the HF internuclear dis-
tance!, as a function of R and g, in Fig. 2~b!, presents a local
minimum. These features indicates that this system presents
a ‘‘late barrier’’57,58 for which the reaction efficiency in-
creases with initial vibrational excitation of HF rather than
with the translational energy, as will be discussed later.
Moreover, the ‘‘bound’’ states on the coordinates perpen-
dicular to the reaction path, i.e., the other two internal coor-
dinates R and g and the three Eulerian angles f,u,x, intro-
duce certain structure on the reaction probabilities, as it iscense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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we consider the approximated Hamiltonian at the transition
state as
HTS52
\2
2m S 2R ]]R 1 ]2]R2D 1 l 22mR2 1 j22mrTS2
1V~rTS ,R ,g!, ~11!
which arises from the exact Hamiltonian in these coordinates
~including all the Coriolis term! freezing r5rTS .
The ‘‘bound’’ states are expanded in a basis set of the
type
Cn
JM~R,rˆ !5 (
V , j ,m
AV , j ,m
JMn A2J11
8p2
DMV
J* ~f ,u ,x!
3Y jV~g ,0!wm~R !, ~12!
where Y jV is a spherical harmonic and wm is a numerical
radial basis set function obtained by solving a monodimen-
sional Hamiltonian using a reference potential chosen to
minimize the number of radial basis set functions in the di-
agonalization. The eigenvalues obtained for J50 and 1 are
shown in Table I, referred to the energy of HF(v50,j50).
The first eigenvalue is at positive energies and explains that
the reaction cross section obtained for Li1HF(v50, j50)19
shows a threshold when the zero-point energy at the transi-
tion state is included. In addition, the reaction probabilities
obtained for Li1HF(v50,j , J50)19 for several j values
show an oscillating envelope superimposed to a highly struc-
tured resonant region, at low energies, that disappears at
higher energies. The resonances are mainly attributed to the
deep well in the reactants valley.
FIG. 2. Contour plot of the GPES of Ref. 19 at the saddle point ~which is
located at r51.301 Å, R51.672 Å and g573.53°!. ~a! For g573.53° and
~b! for r51.301 Å. Energy is referred to the HF(v50,j50) eigenvalue.Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liThe maxima of the oscillating envelope are located at
total energies close to the ‘‘bound’’ states of the transition
state ~see Fig. 3!. The ‘‘bound’’ states at the saddle point are
slightly shifted toward higher energies than the maxima of
the reaction probabilities. This shift is due to the coupling of
the ‘‘bound’’ states to the continuum on the reaction path
coordinate. It should be noted that the intensity of the
maxima decreases with increasing the rotational excitation,
but even for j53 there are small structures that can also be
associated to the ‘‘bound’’ states at the saddle point. For the
particular case of j52, the oscillations are less intense than
for the rest, and as a consequence the reaction probability is
significantly lower in the energy interval dominated by the
oscillations.
For J51 the levels split in two, each one with a nearly
pure uVu value ~with a weight of '0.99! which confirms that
the CSA is reasonable to study the reaction dynamics. The
energy differences between the two V50 and 1 ‘‘bound’’
levels is of the order of 1 meV. However, the reaction prob-
abilities for the Li1HF(v50,j51, J51) collision, in Fig. 4,
the maxima for uVu50 and 1 are shifted by ' 10-20 meV. In
order to explain this apparent disagreement between the
shifts, it should be noted that at high energies, where the
oscillations disappear, the reaction probability for the case
V50 is about four times larger than that of uVu51, which
means that there are strong steric effects. Therefore, the cou-
pling of the ‘‘bound’’ states at the saddle point with the
corresponding reaction path continua for each V must be
different for the two cases, and this fact could explain why
for V50 the maxima are shifted toward lower energies, as in
TABLE I. ‘‘Bound’’ levels at the saddle point obtained by freezing the HF
internuclear distance to its value at the saddle point. Energies are in eV. For
J51 the states of total parity p5(21)J are listed, and the main V compo-
nent ~and its weight! is shown. This weight is evaluated as wV
5(m , juAV , j ,mu2. The levels of the other parity for J51 are nearly degener-
ate with those with a dominant weight on V51 and are not shown in the
table.
J50 J51
n En EnV V (wV)
0 0.0688 0.0691 0 ~0.9990!
0.0703 1 ~0.9990!
1 0.1487 0.1490 0 ~0.9989!
0.1503 1 ~0.9986!
2 0.1560 0.1562 0 ~0.9987!
0.1575 1 ~0.9990!
3 0.2211 0.2213 0 ~0.9990!
0.2226 1 ~0.9988!
4 0.2307 0.2309 0 ~0.9986!
0.2322 1 ~0.9985!
5 0.2412 0.2415 0 ~0.9988!
0.2428 1 ~0.9990!
6 0.2834 0.2837 0 ~0.9985!
0.2851 1 ~0.9984!
7 0.3032 0.3034 0 ~0.9987!
0.3047 1 ~0.9981!
8 0.3107 0.3110 0 ~0.9979!
0.3123 1 ~0.9983!
9 0.3245 0.3247 0 ~0.9988!
0.3260 1 ~0.9989!cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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toward higher energies. As it will be discussed below, this
fact has an important influence on the stereodynamics of the
reaction.
For higher values of the total angular momentum, the
reaction probabilities for HF(v50, j51, J, V! show a simi-
FIG. 3. Reaction probabilities for the Li1HF(v50,j50, 1, 2, and 3, J
50) collision as a function of total energy, referred to the eigenvalue of
HF(v50,j50), from Ref. 19.
FIG. 4. Reaction probabilities for the Li1HF(v50,j51, J51,V) collision
as a function of total energy.Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP lilar behavior to that discussed for J51, as it is shown in Fig.
5. The probabilities as a function of J for a fixed value of V
show a shift, approximately consistent with the increase of
the rotational barrier at the saddle point, and an overall de-
crease. However, the relation between the reaction probabili-
ties for different V values is not simple for this case. The
same situation occurs for j52 and 3, whose reaction prob-
abilities for J530 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively.
B. Effect of the rotational excitation of the reactants
The total reaction cross section for Li1HF(v50,j), ob-
tained with Eq. ~8!, where an isotropic distribution of the
diatomic reactant is assumed, is shown in Fig. 8~a!, and com-
pared with the available experimental data of Becker et al.45
FIG. 5. Reaction probabilities for the Li1HF(v50,j51, J, V! collision as
a function of translational energy for several J’s, obtained within the CSA.
FIG. 6. Reaction probabilities for the Li1HF(v50,j52, J530, V! colli-
sion.cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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error bars, which demonstrates the goodness of the GPES
used.19 At low translational energies the cross section for j
50 shows oscillations that, as discussed above, are due to
the structure of the transition state. For j51 the oscillations
at low energy are absent due to the average over V50 and 1,
the associated reaction probabilities of which are shown in
FIG. 7. Reaction probabilities for the Li1HF(v50,j53, J530, V! colli-
sion.
FIG. 8. ~a! Reaction cross-section for the Li1HF(v50,j) reactive collision
for j50, 1, 2, and 3, and ~b! reaction cross section averaged over several
initial rotational states of HF(v50) with weights being 0.314, 0.465, 0.189
and 0.032 for j50, 1, 2, and 3, respectively, as determined in infrared
fluorescence experiments ~Ref. 59! at typical rotational temperatures of
60–80 K.Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP liFig. 5. For j52 and 3 there are no oscillations in the total
reaction cross sections at low translational energies.
The oscillations provide good information about the PES
in the saddle point, and it is interesting to check if they
persist after rotational average, with typical rotational tem-
peratures obtained in molecular beam experiments ~'60–80
K!. For this reason, in the rotational average we use the
weights 0.314, 0.465, 0.180 and 0.032 for j50, 1, 2 and 3,
respectively, which have been measured in an HF beam with
the infrared fluorescence technique.59 The result of such ro-
tational averages, in Fig. 8~b!, shows that the oscillations
persist, but with less intensity, and that the theoretical cross
section values are again in good agreement with the few
experimental data available. We conclude that in this respect
it would be interesting to perform experimental measure-
ments of the reaction cross section at several energies, espe-
cially at low energies, since the detection of the oscillations
would provide a direct information on the PES in the region
of the saddle point.
At high energies, the reaction cross sections are more
regular. There is a decrease of the cross section when in-
creasing the initial rotational excitation of HF. At intermedi-
ate energies, however, the cross section for j53 is larger
than those for j51 and 2. There have been several experi-
mental studies on the effect of the rotational excitation on the
reactivity in related systems, like Na1HF,6 K1HF,7
K1HCl,8 Sr1HF,9,10 and Ca1HF,10 in which it is found that
the reaction cross section shows an initial decline followed
by a subsequent rise with increasing j, in analogy to what we
find for Li1HF(v50). In most of them the HX reagent is
prepared in a vibrationally and rotationally excited state, but
usually these systems present a saddle point at larger ener-
gies so that the study is done close to the threshold, as in the
case of Li1HF in v50.
Several models have been proposed to understand the
role of initial rotation of reagents in reactivity,60–62 and the
effect already mentioned has been sometimes explained in
terms of the so-called ‘‘rotational sliding mass model.’’61 In
this model, the internuclear distance of the HF diatomic mol-
ecule is considered rigid until its distance to the Li atom gets
to a certain critical distance where it is considered that the
reaction takes place. Since at energies close to the threshold
the saddle point corresponds to a very narrow angular pas-
sage, the reaction is strongly hindered in the absence of re-
orientation during the approach of the reactants. The anisot-
ropy of the PES exerts torques that drive the system to the
region of minimum energy, making it possible for the re-
agents to get close enough to react. Torques will be increas-
ingly less effective the higher the translational or rotational
energy. This effect explains the disruption of the reactivity
by the rotational excitation. The subsequent increase can be
attributed to favorable excitation of bending in the transition
state when the rotational angular momentum of HF and the
orbital angular momentum of Li with respect to HF compen-
sate, which helps to overcome the barrier. This traditional
explanation of the rotational effect will be somehow changed
later on in the section devoted to the analysis of the steric
effects on this reaction.cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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The reaction probabilities for Li1HF(v51, j50 ,1! for
several J and V values, in Figs. 9, show important differ-
ences with those obtained for v50. First of all, the reaction
probabilities for v51, of the order of 80%–90%, are about
four to five times higher than those obtained for v50. The
vibrational frequency of HF is '0.5 eV, so that the energies
accessible for v51 are much higher than the saddle point.
The total energy at low translational energies for v51 in
Figs. 9 is comparable to that of v50 at 0.5 eV, in Fig. 5, and
the reaction probabilities at the same total energies are very
different. Therefore, the high reactivity in the case of v51 is
not simply a question of total energy. The major factor is the
higher vibrational excitation of HF that produces an en-
hancement of the reactivity, as expected for ‘‘late barrier’’
systems,57,58 as is the situation for LiHF @see Fig. 2~a!#.
Therefore, it can be argued that the low reaction cross sec-
tion for v50 is due to the fact that during the approach of
the reactants, HF does not get enough vibrational excitation
to overpass the barrier, some initial vibrational excitation in
the HF being necessary.
In contrast to what happens in the v50 case, the reac-
tion probabilities for v51 and different V values are very
similar, which already suggests that there are not strong
steric effects. In addition, the reaction probabilities for j
50 and 1 are very similar. The absence of rotational disrup-
tion at these energies is not surprising since the angular cone
of acceptance of the reaction is wider than in the case of v
50. The total reaction cross section for v51 and j50 and
FIG. 9. Reaction probabilities for the Li1HF(v51) collision and ~a! j
50, J, V50, ~b! j51, J, V50 and ~c! j51, J, V51, as a function of
translation energy, obtained within the CSA.Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP li1 are shown in Fig. 10 and they look pretty much the same.
These reaction cross sections are about 10 to 50 times
larger than those for v50 at the same translational energies.
This factor in the cross section is increased with respect to
the equivalent one between the reaction probabilities because
the number of partial waves is considerably increased for v
51. This large enhancement of the reaction with initial vi-
brational excitation of the reagents has been observed experi-
mentally for some related systems, like K1HCl,1 Ba1HF,2
Ca1HF,3,10 Sr1HF,3,4,10 and Na1HF.4 Most of these sys-
tems are endothermic for v , while Li1HF is nearly thermo-
neutral, but this difference does not seem to make important
differences.
The monotonous decrease of the reaction cross section
with increasing translational energy is the typical situation of
exothermic reaction with no barrier.63,64 Using the simple
Langevin model for the case of no barrier and for potentials
of long range asymptotic form V(R)}2R2s, the reaction
cross section behaves as s}E22/s.63,64 When the cross sec-
tions of Fig. 10 are fitted to such expressions, we get for low
energies that s53. Taking into account that the asymptotic
behavior of the potential describing the Li 1 HF interaction
is }2R26, this result of s53 is rather surprising. Since the
PES is rather anisotropic in the entrance channel there should
be strong steric restrictions to apply directly such a simple
model. However, the qualitative decreasing behavior is well
understood when using this Langevin model.64
D. Stereodynamics
The helicity dependent cross section, sv , j ,V(E) given in
Eq. ~9!, provides all the information about the dependence of
the reactivity on the direction of the initial angular momen-
tum j with respect to the relative velocity between reactants,
which in the present treatment coincides with the body-fixed
z-axis, i.e., the k-j correlations. In the CSA sv , j ,uVu(E)
5sv , j ,2uVu(E) and no difference can be established between
different senses of rotations or, in other words, all the odd
FIG. 10. Total reaction cross section for the Li1HF(v51, j50 and 1!.cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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In Figs. 11 we show the helicity dependent cross section for
several initial states of HF. Again there is an important dif-
ference between v50 and 1. While for the ground vibra-
tional state of HF there is an important dependence of the
cross section with V, for v51 it seems nearly independent.
For v50, at low energies nearly all the sv jV(E) show
oscillations that are associated with the structure of the tran-
sition state, as discussed above. An interesting feature for v
50, j51 is that the helicity dependent cross section at low
energies for V50 and 1 are in dephase and the average over
an isotropic distribution, in Fig. 8, does not show oscilla-
tions. At high energies the sv jV50(E) is much larger than
that for V51, for j51, which suggests that the most favor-
able initial relative orientation between reactants is approxi-
mately collinear. For j52 and 3 this fact is not so clear, but
there is a tendency that the helicity dependent cross section
increases with decreasing V, which suggests that, in general,
the reaction efficiency increases when the angular momen-
tum vector j is nearly perpendicular to the relative velocity
vector between reactants. This implies, again, that the reac-
tion is enhanced when the HF internuclear vector r is ini-
tially nearly parallel to the velocity between reactants for v
50.
Recently the stereodynamics of the Li1HF collision has
been studied at J50 ~Ref. 65! and it was determined that the
reaction occurs preferentially at collinear configuration from
the F side of the HF molecule. It should be noted, however,
FIG. 11. Helicity dependent cross sections, sv , j ,V(E) for ~a! v50, j51, ~b!
v50, j52, ~c! v50, j53 and ~d! v51, j51.Downloaded 19 Mar 2013 to 161.111.22.69. Redistribution subject to AIP lithat in that treatment,65 the complete S matrix, calculated
using a different PES,16 is transformed to the so-called ste-
reodirected representation, which involves a summation over
several initial rotational states of HF. Thus, such a conclu-
sion does not properly correspond to a particular initial j
value of the reactants and the comparison with the results
presented in this work ~corresponding to a well determined
value of j) is not clear.
A clearer way to show this fact is provided by the
Av j(E) parameter defined in Eq. ~10!, as we show in Fig. 12.
All the initial rotational states for v50 show the same be-
havior, some oscillations at low energy associated with the
structures of the transition state, and at higher energies the
Av j(E) parameter tends to a value close to 20.5. Using the
semiclassical analog, this value corresponds to an averaged
angle between j and k of approximately 70°.
However, for v51, j51, Av j(E) is close to zero, which
indicates that the reaction cross section does not strongly
depend on the initial orientation, and at high energies sv jV51
is larger than sv jV50 , i.e., the reaction has a certain prefer-
ence to occur for r perpendicular to the relative velocity.
This situation is the opposite to what happens in v50, and
indicates certain differences in the reaction mechanism be-
tween the two vibrational levels. In this regard, there are
several experimental studies on the steric effects in the
Li1HF(v51,j51) collision46,30 in which it was determined
that the ratio sy˜ /sz˜ ~analog to sV51 /sV50 in the present
treatment! is 1.860.4 at a translational energy of 0.42 eV.
The calculated ratio in the present case at the same energy is
1.1, lower than the experimental value but it shows the same
behavior, i.e., in v51 the reaction has a certain preference to
occur for r perpendicular to the relative velocity.
These differences in the stereodynamics of the reaction
in v50 and 1 clarify the reaction dynamics in the following
way. The reaction needs some vibrational excitation to take
place since the saddle point is located at 1.301 Å while the
equilibrium distance for v50 is approximately 0.921 Å. The
FIG. 12. Av j(E), for several initial states of HF.cense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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transferred to the HF vibration when the two reactants col-
lide at near collinear configurations, which explains the
higher cross section of low V. As the initial rotational exci-
tation of HF increases the efficiency of the energy transfer
decreases, which explains the rotational disruption observed
for v50. The situation in v51 is different because the HF
has enough vibrational energy to overpass the barrier. There-
fore, the cross section is rather independent of the initial
orientation between reactants and only shows a slight pref-
erence at angular configurations where the saddle point is
more easily achieved, as is the case for collision at angles
close to p/2. Since at v51 the angular cone of acceptance is
already quite large, the cross section is rather independent of
the rotational excitation, at least for low j.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the reactivity on the
Li1HF(v , j) collision, using a PES recently published by
us,19 for different initial rovibrational states of HF and for
different orientations of the rotational vector j with respect to
relative velocity between reactants. Such a study provides a
clear and simple picture about the reaction mechanisms, in-
dependently of the final state of the products. In a forthcom-
ing work we shall analyze this point.
The reaction requires a certain vibrational excitation of
HF to proceed, and the reactive cross sections for v50 are
10–50 times smaller than those for v51. Once this vibra-
tional v51 excitation is achieved, the cross section is rather
independent of the initial rotational state of HF, as well as of
the initial orientation of j. However, the reaction cross sec-
tion for v51 shows a monotonous decrease with transla-
tional energy typical in exothermic reactions.63,64
For HF initially in v50, the situation is much more
complicated. At low energies the cross section shows some
oscillations associated to the structure of the transition state.
Such oscillations remain after the average on the rotational
state of HF, and its experimental detection would provide
direct information of the PES in the region of the saddle
point.
The reaction cross section for v50 shows an important
dependence with the initial rotational state of HF and,
mainly, a marked tendency to increase for low values of V,
the projection of j with respect to the velocity vector. This
means that the reaction efficiency tends to increase when the
HF internuclear vector, r, is parallel to the relative velocity
between reactants. At this collinear configuration is where
the energy transfer between translational and vibrational mo-
tions is more effective, and therefore as soon as the HF is
vibrationally excited the reaction takes place. As the initial
rotational excitation of HF increases, the reaction is dis-
rupted, at least for the low j values studied here.
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